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God, Satan, and the author fight for control in this fun and dramatic memoir.
Lori Hynson, author of SuperGal Vs. God, has an impressive list of accomplishments many
women can relate to, such as major event planner, small business owner, singer, wife, and
mother, to name a few. She added writer to the list as a means of sharing her recovery from the
unfulfilling whirlwind of busyness that consumed her until a traumatic event forced her to
surrender herself to God’s will. In addition to Christians, any woman who has struggled with the
ups and downs of being an independent, overworked, and underappreciated superwoman may
see herself in Hynson’s well-written and inspirational memoir.
Hynson writes mainly in the third person as the cute, well-dressed, and perky SuperGal, while
chronicling a fourteen-year period of her life that begins on New Year’s Eve in 1999. The
unconventional and somewhat silly writing style takes getting used to, but Hynson pulls it off,
thanks to the quality of the story and the obvious care taken in the editing process. The prose is
heavy on short paragraphs and chapters, with an abundance of well-done, chatty girlfriend
dialogue.
The story opens with a suspense-building play-by-play example of SuperGal’s exceptional
ability to coordinate a major event in her city, one that perfectly personifies how in control she is
of her out-of-control life. God and Satan make cameo appearances in this first chapter, and the
two of them return regularly throughout the book to comment on the progress of their particular
campaigns to orchestrate the outcome of SuperGal’s life. The reader is also introduced to a firstperson singular version of the author. “Lori” speaks in an authentic and likable voice that offers a
welcome counterpoint to the superficial and high-strung SuperGal.
SuperGal Vs. God quickly morphs into what feels like a sappy romance novel, where in the
course of a few short chapters that cover several years, SuperGal joins a Baptist church,
rediscovers a love for singing, leaves her unhappy marriage, meets Ben, starts dating him
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